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Interim appraisals should be completed separately by congregation and interim minister with results 
shared. Appraisals are due after 6 months, after 12 months, and at the end of the second year of interim 
ministry. In the case of a three-year interim, a final appraisal should be conducted at the end of the 
ministry. Please email completed form as an email attachment to transitions@uua.org. 
 
All fields are required. Input fields will expand as you type. If you have a problem using this form, please 
contact transitions@uua.org. 
 
 

1. Congregation Name (please enter full name) Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of Beaufort 
 

2. Congregation City and State/Province Beaufort, South Carolina 
 

3. Name of Interim Minister Rev. Kevin Tarsa 
 

4. Date Interim Ministry Began August 1, 2014 
 

5. Name of Person Completing Appraisal Rev. Kevin Tarsa 
 

6. Email of Person Completing Appraisal kevintarsa@gmail.com 
 

7. Role of Person Completing Appraisal Interim Minister 
 

8. When was this appraisal conducted? 
 after 6 months 
 after 12 months 
 at end of second year 
 at end of third year 

 
9. Date of Appraisal August 18, 2015 

 
10. How did the leadership and congregation prepare itself for interim ministry? 

The congregation and previous minister undertook a positive and gratitude-filled leave taking. 
The other primary preparation seems to have been the actual search work of the Interim Search 
Committee, including small neighborhood group conversations regarding needs and goals.  
Members have since learned more of what interim ministry is and are gradually gaining an 
emotional understanding of the interim process, including facing the departure of the interim 
minister. KT NOTE: I WOULD TO KNOW MORE ABOUT THE PREP 
 

 
11. Had previous interim ministries affected how interim ministry is viewed? If so, please describe. 

From the 6 month appraisal: There have been no interim ministries with this congregation until 
now, but some members and leaders have experienced interim ministry in other congregations 
and so bring knowledge, insight and understanding. 
 

http://www.uua.org/sites/live-new.uua.org/files/transitions@uua.org
mailto:transitions@uua.org
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12.  What goals were initially specified in the interim ministry application? How have they been 
addressed and/or modified? 
The interim search team listed 5 congregation-informed goal areas in its application:  
 
Membership Growth - particularly young families 
Worship attendance is strong and membership has increased by 24% (19 members) in the past 
12 months. The building/parking lot size is likely constraining numerical growth (a number of 
services have been very crowded) and the upcoming renovation of the back building to create a 
larger sanctuary space will open more room for additional members.  
 
Welcoming and early membership processes are gradually being spelled out and documented by 
Membership Committee/Minister/Administrator and followed more consistently. New member 
classes are scheduled for the fall. Next steps include developing plans and processes for 
incorporating new members, deepening connections, and helping members to offer their gifts 
and talents.                  
 
Two infants are newly part of the fellowship, though the congregation has not otherwise 
attracted or retained young families with children as it hopes to. Last year included several 
multi-generational services. Initial efforts at supporting a small teen group flagged upon the 
physical injury of a leading parent. Religious education plans (school year) and childcare (all 
year) are in place each week, though children have been rare and there is no official committee 
at this point.  No specific plans are yet underway to address this aspect of membership.    
                                            
 
Lifespan Faith Development   
Adult Faith Development efforts beyond sermons and existing spiritual affinity groups have 
arisen inedependently of any overall plan and have included “Loving Your Muslim Neighbor” co-
sponsored with an Episcopalian congregation, a social and environmental justice film series, an 
ethics discussion group, and the Mosaic Team. Beloved Conversations (around race) is 
scheduled for the fall and early winter. It will be important to offer LFD opportunities steadily 
throughout this year, and important to people a team/committee to work with the minister to 
plan and implement this for both adults and children. 
 
                                                                                                                                 
Conflict Resolution  
A Right Relations Task Force has been selected, charged and jumpstarted to design a Right 
Relations process. The Board has a temporary right relations plan in place. I will continue to 
encourage direct communication and the expression of feelings, and to preach at least two 
more sermons regarding conflict and navigating differences.  
 
 
Establishment of Realistic Financial Goals [sustainability] and Transparency  
The Fellowship established an Endowment Committee and the treasurer has modeled healthy 
transparency.  The Board has modeled an abundance approach coupled with thoughtfully 
responsible stewardship of the congregation's resources. The Stewardship team does a fine of 
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job of encouraging generous year 'round stewardship. Valid concern remains that the Fellowship 
is vulnerable to the loss of a handful of large-pledge donors. 
 
 
Increased use of Campus  
The “Loving Your Muslim Neighbor” series, social justice film series and the use of the building 
by Planned Parenthood for interviews moved in this direction. I expect that rennovating the 
back building will increase its public appeal. It will help for more members to understand the 
legal/insurance constraints on offering the use of the building to outside group 
 
 

13. Please assess the congregation’s work toward engaging and acknowledging its grief and 
conflicts. 
Grief around the ministerial transition has been clear, well acknowledged, and largely well 
addressed. There may be lingering grief and anger in a few who attribute the previous minister's 
departure to some members' hurtful behavior. The Fellowship has grieved the loss of a young 
member well. The Interim's impending departure is the new source of grief to which the 
Fellowship will need to attend. I will ask the Transition Ministry Team to assist with this.  
 
As for conflicts, there is an open wound – named and known in some circles, but yet to be 
explicitly addressed - regarding the past out-of-covenant behavior of a member who is still 
active. The current work toward a Right Relations Team and process is part of the needed effort. 
Restarting the Welcoming Congregation Committee was/is a related piece of this work.  
 
As is true of many congregations, the Fellowship has a culture of conflict avoidance and a 
reluctance to name concern and conflict openly and directly. I will continue to encourage direct 
communication and the helpful naming and healthy addressing of concerns and frustrations.  
 
 

14. Please assess the congregation’s work toward recognizing its unique identity and its strengths. 
The April workshop focused on the congregation's current identity, though congregational 
identity needs to be discerned, claimed, understood and articulated more clearly and by more of 
the congregation. I have not yet helped it identify and articulate its strengths. This work feels 
behind, and yet as we begin this second year I think there are ways in which the congregation is 
only just now ready to articulate its identity beyond the previous minister and beyond me. This 
work can dovetail helpfully with the Ministerial Search Committee's work.  
 

15. Please assess the congregation’s work toward recognizing its needs and challenges. 
These too are yet to be articulated explicitly. The Identity and visioning workshops in the spring 
addressed these only obliquely. 
 

16. Please assess the congregation’s work toward understanding the appropriate role of the 
minister(s), church staff, and lay leaders. 
Strong past ministerial and lay leadership established many healthy boundaries, and I’ve 
experienced little to no resistance to ministerial leadership. Questions continue to arise as to 
who has responsibility and authority for various day-to-day decisions. In the absence of a clear 
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sense of who has responsibility, many issues come to the minister. Little by little these are being 
clarified, at least temporarily, sometimes through policy reference or development, and 
sometimes through conversation. The parameters of the administrator's role continue to be 
clarified for both him and others. Clear, updated job descriptions for Music Director and Admin 
are yet needed. A systematic congregation-wide RASI(C) analysis would be useful, as would a 
broader understanding of church governance and board work. The board is pursuing clarity 
regarding the authority and responsibility of the Program Council.  
 
 It remains important for me and for leadership to help people channel their anxious emotional 
energy around the upcoming ministerial transition toward discerning what they desire in the 
next settled minister, and to help them attach their commitment to the Fellowship and its 
mission. 
 
I commit to taking on fewer of the tasks that could best be done by members and to keep 
sorting out which tasks really belong with the minister and no other.  
 
The covenants and the relationships of the Spiritual Affinity Groups to minister and 
congregation are spelled out well. The fact that the earth-based spiritual affinity group – Ancient 
Sea Island Continuum – has an identity that is in part independent of the Fellowship will require 
ongoing communication and clarity between the minister and the leadership of ASIC.  
 
 

17. Please assess the congregation’s work toward successfully navigating leadership shifts that often 
accompany times of transition. 
Significant leadership shifts are just now being facilitated by the formation of the Ministerial 
Search Committee, which drew a set of strong and generous leaders from their existing roles.  
This, and these new open spaces in leadership, are still fresh.  
 

18. Please assess the congregation’s use of appropriate external resources, e.g. the UUA, Regional 
or District Resources, etc. 
The Fellowship has a history of healthy use of outside UU resources. The Fellowship members 
are willing to seek UUA ideas, input and support, even though they might not all think of this 
route immediately. Member Jim Key’s UUA moderator role is a helpful link, one that could be 
utilized more. The Office Administrator is now a member of the Association of UU 
Administrators, and the Music Director a member of the UU Musicians Network. It will be 
important for me to continue to point people toward helpful outside resources and connections, 
and for the Fellowship to strengthen its communication regarding the larger UU world. 
 

19. Please assess the congregation’s ongoing work about being engaged in the wider world e.g. 
service to others, social justice, anti-oppression. 
The Fellowship and its members have a rich, strong history of social justice engagment and an 
active Social and Environmental Justice committee.  The Fellowship has also long actively 
supported and volunteered with a number of social service organizations that reach beyond the 
dominant culture, and the Fellowship has a significant relationship with Penn Center, an 
important African American cultural institution nearby, and is developoing relationships through 
a new multi-racial interfaith organization. 
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The Fellowship is working now on the next level of its internal, in-house  anti-oppression work. 
Members attended a fall Mosaics conference, the Selma conference, and the Mass Moral 
Monday March in Winston-Salem. The Mosaic Team is exploring ways to bring the larger 
conversations regarding race and becoming genuinely multicultural to the rest of the 
congregation. Black History Month was celebrated with three services and included a sermon 
focused on the work at hand for white people.  Beloved Conversations will be offered this fall 
and early winter. This internal work is key work, I believe, in the Fellowship’s journey. 
 
 

20. Is the interim minister capably ministering as preacher, pastor, and teacher? Have there been 
difficulties or have constraints been put upon the minister’s ability to do so? 
I feel that I am ministering capably in these areas, and have felt no constraints at all, only a 
healthy hunger from congregants for leadership.  
 

21. Has the interim minister been attentive to self-care and to a spiritual practice of choice? 
I focused on self-care this spring and summer, moving to the "units" system to manage my 
Fellowship hours, keeping clear boundaries during vacation, and comitting to sleep, diet and 
physical health habits and disciplines this summer. I have also prioritized a more consistent 
engagment in my spiritual practice.  
 
The congregation's leaders pay consistent attention to the minister's well being, inquiring 
frequently about self care, and congregants thoughtfully honor boundaries during time off and 
away.  
 

22. Is the interim minister courageously raising the needful issues in the congregation? 
I feel that I've been helpfully and consistently naming what I see, but I could often be more 
clear, direct and systematic about it. This appraisal process is helping me to see what else may 
need raising. 
 

23. Is the interim minister gaining the cooperation of the church leadership in addressing those 
issues? 
The leadership of the Fellowship offers a generous willingness to be helpful and supportive. 
Learning how better to invite and utilize that cooperation is one of my goals.  
 

24. What would you like to see addressed during the remaining interim period or in the future? Are 
there any adjustments that need to be made to the initial goals or anything else? 
 
The congregation's sense of identity and vision, in colaboration with the MSC. 
 
Of the initial search team goals, building use can be low in priority, I suggest.  Rather than 
focusing too much on acquiring more members, I recommend first focusing on getting the 
current members more connected. 
 
Get Fellowship data and information centralized in a systematic way.  
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Locate and populate a database that will serve the fellowship well.  
 
Create paper trail procedures for reimbursements.  
 
Strengthen lay collaboration in minister-led worship. 
 
Strengthen the music program and the incorporation of musicians and other artists in worship. 
 
Strengthen Board understanding of governance and development of leadership. 
 
 

25. Any additional thoughts or observations? 
I feel that I have entered congregational life (the system) well, and that I was fully invited, 
expected and supported in doing so. Interest is high, worship energy is strong, and the level of 
trust and goodwill is substantial. The generosity of spirit of leaders is inspiring. 
 
I still feel that I am behind in identifying and working toward addressing structural and systemic 
needs, and I find myself wishing I had more, and more swift, administrative insight and gifts to 
offer.  
 
 

26. Has this appraisal been shared with the minister if being completed by the board or with the 
board if being completed by the minister? 
yes 
 

27. If appraisal has not been shared, please explain. 
      


